Transposit’s Product Profile Write-up for Expert Review
Transposit delivers DevOps process orchestration. Its fully integrated, human-in-the-loop
approach to automation empowers engineering operations teams to streamline DevOps
practices, dramatically improve service reliability, and resolve incidents faster. The platform
provides a modern alternative to legacy orchestration tools and integrates with service desk and
ticketing systems like ServiceNow and Atlassian to bridge the gap between developers and IT
operations.
Providing the glue between tools, data, and people, Transposit empowers teams to automate
actions across the entire DevOps toolchain. Transposit promotes collaboration for resolving
incidents or solving root cause problems by automatically creating a Slack or MS Teams
channel and giving everyone involved full visibility to all actions being taken.
Transposit codifies institutional knowledge to make DevOps processes data-driven and
repeatable. Transposit’s automatic timelines capture the complete history of all actions taken
throughout the system and surface actionable insights in real time to drive operational
improvement. Teams learn from the past and incrementally automate tasks for similar scenarios
in the future. It takes the guesswork and reliance on arcane knowledge out of engineering
operations. As a result, it helps all engineers – whether new hires or seasoned experts – keep
mission-critical systems running so businesses don’t crash.
No other solution on the market delivers the operational efficiency that Transposit does for
service reliability engineering (SRE) teams and on-call engineers—a top priority for businesses
since so much activity has moved online since the start of the pandemic.
The Transposit Integration Engine underpinning the platform combines hundreds of pre-built
integrations with Git-based code-level customization in a serverless runtime environment. The
cloud-based platform makes it easy to integrate workflows to any service with an API. The
platform is extensible allowing users to build new workflows or integrations as needed.
Integrations in Transposit provide full context of user identity by connecting any number of user
accounts for an integrated system, and taking actions as the right user with full audit trail.
Organizations from startups to the world’s largest companies rely on Transposit for better
workflow agility and to keep services healthy so they can consistently deliver the best possible
experience to their customers.

